From intern to inspired.

Bain & Company Korea is now hiring Associate Consultant Interns and Project Team Interns.

**Associate Consultant Interns**
Offer-based internship for students seeking to experience the real world of consulting in-depth while getting insight into what a future with Bain would be like.

**Project Team Interns**
Internship program during which students will enrich industry knowledge and gain work experience. Ideal for those with initial interest in consulting industry.

**Submission Deadline**
Due Monday, November 25th, 12:00 P.M. KST

For further information, please visit www.bain.com/ko/careers

Seoul Office will be hosting a Webinar explaining each program in more detail on November 15th.

Please contact Seohyun Chang (Seohyun.Chang@Bain.com / +82 2 6320 9374) for inquiries.
Overview
As Bain’s Associate Consultant Intern (ACI), your analytical, logical thinking, inter-personal, and leadership skills will be called upon from day one. You will be staffed in active cases in which you will work as members of teams in various roles. This program provides broad exposure to the consulting industry and to business strategy through full-time immersion on a Bain case team. At the end of the program, ACIs who have met performance expectations will receive an offer to return full-time as associate consultants once they have graduated from college or university.

Qualifications
- In your junior year of an undergraduate degree, regardless of major; expected graduation date of February 2021 or August 2021.
- Position for 2020.1Q; Candidate should be available to work for minimum of three months.
- You must be legally eligible to work in Korea. F-4 visa or above are required for foreigners.

Overview Application Process
- Set your 1st office preference as “Seoul” and select “Associate Consultant Intern” for position

Written test on quantitative skills and, consequently, in-person interviews focused on candidate’s growth potential will be held late-November.

Submission Deadline
- Monday, November 25th, 12:00 P.M. KST
- Applicants must apply via www.Bain.com/ko/careers

Seoul Office will be hosting a Webinar explaining each program in more detail on November 15th. To register, please email Recruiting.Seoul@Bain.com.

For inquiries, please contact Seoul Recruiting Team (Recruiting.Seoul@Bain.com / +82–2–6320–9405).
Project Team Intern.

Overview
Bain’s Project Team Intern (PTI) program is an internship program ideal for students with initial interest in consulting industry. You will not only accumulate basic consulting experience such as research, interviews and basic data analysis by supporting Bain consultants in actual project teams, but also reach a wide range of industries and enrich industry knowledge. PTIs will be able to gain first-hand work experience in consulting and, more specifically, Bain & Company through which they can decide what type of career path to pursue.

Qualifications
• Regardless of degree, grade, and major.
• Position for 2020.1Q; Candidate should be available to work for minimum of three months.
• You must be legally eligible to work in Korea. F-4 visa or above are required for foreigners.

Application Process
• Visit www.Bain.com/ko/careers → Apply Now
• Set your 1st office preference as “Seoul” and select “Project Team Intern” for position

Competency based interviews focused on testing hard skills will be held early-December.

Submission Deadline
• Monday, November 25th, 12:00 p.m. KST
• Applicants must apply via www.Bain.com/ko/careers

Seoul Office will be hosting a Webinar explaining each program in more detail on November 15th. To register, please email Recruiting.Seoul@Bain.com.

For inquiries, please contact Seoul Recruiting Team (Recruiting.Seoul@Bain.com / +82–2–6320–9405).